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WHALE MAKER FUND WEEK 46NOVEMBER 15,  2022

 
 WEEKLY UPDATE (#24) FOR $WMF 15TH NOVEMBER 2022 (WEEK 46)

 

 1. Final Results of Round 3 (duration 45 – days - 6,5 weeks) :
 

Cumulative result (BRC/BRISE): 486,2 bil BRISE (-6,5% vs 520 Bil KPI)
Cumulative result (BSC/BNB): 551,2 BNB (-3,2% vs 569,4 BNB KPI)

 
 
 

2.     Payment of profit from Main pools started Friday 11th of
November.

 
Amount distributed so far (including early payment): 

-BRISE : 500 bil 
-BNB : 515 
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As the main issue is the (few)
big wallets and not the

majority of wallets, those big
wallets need to unstake

without harvesting extra so we
can resume payments for

everyone else shortly,
hopefully finish next 48 hours.

We faced multiple different issues
due to NFT (and their multipliers)

not working properly :
 

- Calculation of total target does
not sum to the amounts

mentioned above due to the fact
there was malfunction on pools

(not including NFTs and their
increased values on total pool

sums we set our KPIs on Day 1 of
pool).

- NFTs weren’t capped at the
amount of 15 but giving higher

return to those holding above 13.
- Pools cannot payout “fairly” 100%
due to the above, thus a correction

plan is needed as below.
 
 
 

Correction/finalisation plan : 
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An EXTRA (new) button will appear (being prepared by dev
team- will be ready in few hours around 20:00-21:00

GMT/UTC) so wallets holding above 13 NFTs or 5m+ WMF are
asked to UNSTAKE without harvesting more than they

already have. 
Then they are asked to email us with their wallets and what
they harvested (if not possible we will do the math for them

obviously by checking on-chain) and they will be paid
directly to their wallet in whatever form they wish (along

with some extra small compensation as an apology).
Thank you for your support beforehand.

Recalculation of actual % figures for main pools shall be
performed during the next hours for those remaining in

pools also to harvest properly.

 

 
 
 
 
 

As an extra thank you to community for understanding this
mis-happening and despite Crypto market total crush that
drops the USDT value of NFTs,  we haven’t changed as we
should have, the prices of NFTs to 420$– both chains are

valued under 350$.
 

Please also follow our Telegram for any other supplementary
info next hours.
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3.     “Futures Pools 1” report (week 2 of 4) :

· Total NFTs staked 193 (way of measurement/reference for futures
pools) 
· 81.060$ value equivalent 
· Realised PNL (total): 23.200$ (Long position on ETH) 
· Converted result: +28,5% vs value equivalent
· Unrealised PNL: -2900$ (undisclosed positions)

4.       As per the community’s demand (and FIAT investors agreement on
our side) a 2nd Futures pool shall be launched end of the week with a
small delay so payouts can first finish properly. 

Due to high demand this 2nd pool shall be also repeated for next rounds
so we have more options for our new joiners- who keep increasing. 
Pool size will be 600 NFT on BSC side and 300 NFT on BRISE side. 

5.      Concerning BRISE side problems (due to low volume before even
market crush) we postpone announcement concerning actions to next
week, as a general meeting shall take place with all teams this weekend
due to extreme market and issues faced to deploy our buffer
sustainability plan on both chains.

As stated already We still support the BRISE chain and we are trying to
not be a negative effect to it, but a positive one, while at the same
time we protect our investors the best way possible. 
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6.       Next exchange listing (3rd) delayed- more info shall be shared
once available.

7.     NFT rarities on both chains now uploaded and easy to view per
category on WhaleMakerNFT.Fund – go check your own NFT!

8.     Round 2 meeting with FIAT investors concluded successfully.
Agreement to join with 75.000$ in 2nd Futures pool and 75.000 in next
main pool (separate portfolio management).

9.  Marketing update.

-WMF banner on Coinspeaker.com week 3 results: exposure to
168,000 Weekly Unique Visitors 
-WMF banner on Coinrepublic under discussion and holding a place on
waiting list.
- WMF banner on Analyticsinsight.net agreed and under process - on
hold due to waiting list.
-Youtube video in Russian under proccess
- P2B team social media boost continues. 
-Partnership with strong influencers running on Twitter and Telegram
with the support of P2B team.
- New platform of Crypto Campaigns up and running. Over 286,000
Unique Impressions and 2,356 Unique Clicks on Websites since the 4th
of November.
- Google Ads campaigns – over 120,000 visits - KPI achieved and
continuing- very positive results in new investors and price growth this
week.
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10.       A crypto project fund management under discussion to help
the project raise funds for it for the next 6 months (to handle as VIP

investor OTC). Cannot disclose project name until finalized.
 

Set joining date 1st December 2022.
 
 
 

11.   NEW : Weekly podcast/VC in our channel every Thursday 19:00 GMT
by @Holla Holla with special guests from our investors & team! Will

discuss weekly report and news for more engagement!
 
 

12.     Site (Whalemaker.fund) wording changes implemented almost in
full. Waiting on legal feedback.

WhalePaper- Roadmap shall be revised accordingly within next weeks,
along with any other changes needed.

 


